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1

INTRODUCTION

The almost ubiquitous availability of electrical power is one of the key
accomplishments of the 20th century. This electrification has not only led to a
significantly increased comfort for users of electrical energy, but also enabled
formerly inconceivable technological progress. The global population has since
become widely accustomed to the omnipresence of electricity; almost 80% of
the planet’s population have access to electrical power today [IEA10]. In order
to provide a reliable and resilient energy supply, electrical energy generation,
transmission, and distribution systems are being steadily improved. As a result
of these efforts, most power supply grids worldwide already attain availability
levels in excess of 99% [CEE16]. The German power grid, being particularly
well known for its stability, ranks among the most reliable power grids, with an
average unavailability time of less than 12 minutes for the year 2015 [VDE16].
Besides the evolution of electrical power grids, strong research activities
towards the digitalization have been conducted throughout the past decades.
Thanks to continuous innovations in computer systems and communication
technologies, innumerable digital devices have found their way into private
homes, offices, and industrial plants worldwide. While initially operated
in a standalone fashion, their interconnection in a world-spanning network
has enabled formerly unimaginable novel systems and services, including
the World Wide Web [BLCG92], Cloud computing [MG11], and the Internet
of Things [Ash09]. In analogy to electrical power grids, a world without
ubiquitous access to networked resources has become truly unthinkable.
The symbiotic combination of electrification and digitalization has led to the
emergence of smart grids [AKM12]. Smart grids augment conventional electrical power grids by their instrumentation with networked data collection
points. This decentralized deployment of data collection devices allows for a
detailed monitoring of the grid status in real-time. Diverse application scenarios exist for the use of data collected this way, including the early detection
of transitions into unstable regions of operation and the enablement of detailed consumption analytics for better capacity planning. A second characteristic property of smart grids is the presence of decentralized data processing
and actuator devices, which allow stakeholders to exert fine-grained control
over the grid’s operation, e.g., to quickly respond to changing operating conditions by applying corresponding countermeasures. The principal features that
set smart grids apart from conventional power grids are the availability of a
large volume of information provided by the deployed sensing points, and the
range of services enabled by appropriately combining available data from such
sources.
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Electricity metering infrastructure has seen a constantly progressing trend
towards its digitalization. Electromechanical induction meters are gradually
being replaced by digital metering devices (smart meters) with communication
interfaces. More and more electrical in-home appliances are equipped with
network adapters to enable their interconnection and create smart homes.
Even commercial and industrial sites are gradually being retrofitted with the
sensing infrastructure necessary to gain a deeper understanding of energy
consumption and allow for its optimization, as part of the transition towards
Industrie 4.0 [KWH13]. The notion of smart cities is a continuation of these
concepts at greater scale, and combines information from electrical distribution
and transmission grids with data from other modalities in urban regions.
This range of deployment scenarios for measurement devices already hints
at the heterogeneity of the landscape of data collection points in smart grids.
The high information requirement in some locations may necessitate the use of
Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs), i.e., devices that capture a range of electrical parameters at high temporal and amplitude resolutions. In contrast, other
sensing points may have less stringent requirements to the rate and resolution of collected data, so they can be realized using smart meters or even uncalibrated low-cost plug-level power sensors. Regardless of the technological
realization of measurement devices, however, the principal components in an
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) consistently integrate three functionalities synergistically: Sensors to measure power-related physical quantities,
a data processing component to extract relevant features from collected data,
and a bidirectional communication interface to relay such information and receive configuration and actuation commands.
The benefits of a fine-grained data collection in smart grids become apparent
when considering the services they enable for the different stakeholders.
Transmission System Operators (TSOs) and Distribution System Operators
(DSOs) can gain deeper insights into the evolution of consumer characteristics
over time and use this information for the appropriate dimensioning of
the infrastructure they operate. Through the detection and localization of
fluctuations and disturbances in the power grid, decentralized generators, such
as photovoltaic (PV) systems or wind turbines, as well as controllable storage
systems can be operated accordingly to minimize the risk of propagating
faults into the grid and to avoid peak loads. Electricity consumers can also
benefit from the correlation of grid-wide information with the data they have
provided. One the one hand, detailed insights into generation and demand
allow utility companies to offer flexible tariff structures to incentivize “gridfriendly” user behavior. On the other hand, data collected within industrial
sites or private homes can be used to create awareness for a building’s energy
consumption and to achieve savings, e.g., through energy-aware building
automation. In conclusion, the holistic collection of generation and demand
data allows for an unprecedented view of the power grid and the enablement
of many novel services.
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Figure 1.1: Delineation of the scope of energy informatics.

1.1

energy informatics

The technological challenges and opportunities arising from the intersection
of electrical power grids with networked systems that collect, relay, and
process information from/within them, represent the foundation of energy
informatics, the principal subject of this habilitation. Energy informatics is an
interdisciplinary research field that encompasses all aspects of smart grids that
can be addressed through the application of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT). The focus of energy informatics thus lies on the integration
of computer networking, data processing, and systems engineering within the
power grid. A visualization of the core components of energy informatics
is shown in Figure 1.1 and to be understood as follows. Data sources (left)
provide readings of grid properties, analysis methods (center) cater to their
interpretation and fusion, and services are provided to stakeholders (right)
based on the insights gained. Computer networks are employed to interface
the components with each other.
Its dependency on requirements and boundary conditions imposed by
several involved disciplines sets energy informatics apart from many other
application domains of ICT. Given that transmission and distribution grids
build up the core of the smart grid, knowledge of power electronics and
electrical power engineering is vital to understand design decisions, valid
operating condition ranges, and characteristics of the components deployed in
power grids. Moreover, smart grids are also tightly coupled to measurement
engineering, given that AMI devices need to be carefully designed and correctly
deployed to collect meaningful data. Lastly, adequate solutions for ensuring
data security and privacy protection are mandatory to cater for user acceptance
and fulfill legal requirements for data collection, transmission, and storage
in smart grids. For the realization of energy informatics functionalities, these
aspects need to be adequately considered.
Energy informatics will gradually transform the traditional power grid, in
which electrical power and energy consumption used to be the principal quantities of interest, into a smart power grid. Readings which used to be solely
metered at the customer handover point and merely sufficed to enable services like billing and capacity planning, will be enriched by a broad range of
other sensed modalities. Even today, the increasing deployment of further sens-
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ing devices in the power grid has already led to an unprecedented degree of
additional information. In addition to monitoring electrical power flows, currently sensed modalities also include power quality [Bol99], Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI) emissions in substations [Smo12], or environmental conditions [HBA+12]. Thus, a comprehensive set of data describing the status of a
power grid in a detailed fashion can already be retrieved on demand, and this
holistic situative picture is constantly refined due to the perpetually growing
number of deployed data collection systems.
Meaningful ways to analyze and correlate collected data, with the objective
of extracting higher-level information and providing services based thereupon,
are at the core of energy informatics. Consequently, this research area has seen
an almost exponential increase of scientific attention in the last decade. One of
the fundamental ideas behind energy informatics has been highlighted in seminal work by George Hart in [Har85]: Using observed changes to a household’s
aggregate load (collected at the electricity meter) to identify appliance usage
and operation modes. Since then, the task of disaggregating the household total
load into information about the individual contributing appliances, often referred to as Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM), has evolved into a research
challenge addressed by numerous researchers worldwide, including Hart himself [Har89; Har92]. Many more works that extend and/or refine this concept
have been presented subsequently, differing in the sensor deployment locations, their temporal and amplitude resolutions, or the extent of supplementary data collected. Moreover, numerous prototypes have been implemented
to underpin the practical relevance of energy informatics, such as through energy audits [BGM+01], the identification of user types [CDW+11; AXR+15],
the detection of household characteristics [WHM+12; BSS+14; BSS+15] and occupancy [KBS15], the detection of anomalous consumption [APR15; AKG+15],
and the prediction of future demand [BMN09; RCK14]. While the majority of
these approaches is centered around the inhabitants of a dwelling, the underlying data processing operations are often generally applicable across application scenarios, e.g., to determine an appliance’s mechanical wear [ORL+10]
for predictive maintenance purposes. This brief excerpt of the state of the
art already shows that significant research activities are being conducted
on converting conventional electrical power grids into smart grids through
the application of ICT, with contributions ranging from generic architectures
(e.g., [CEN12]) to complex technical solutions for specific challenges.
A contributing factor for the wide scientific and industrial uptake of energy
informatics is its practicality due to the large-scale rollout of smart metering
infrastructure [EU12]. Millions of homes and industrial sites worldwide have
already been equipped with such networked electricity meters (cf. [EC14;
EF14]). Besides smart electricity meters, many dwellings are also being
fitted out with smart home and/or building automation systems, which
often comprise energy monitoring devices for electrical circuits or individual
wall outlets. An unprecedented and fast-growing amount of fine-grained
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energy consumption data is thus continually becoming available for analysis.
Moreover, supplementary data to increase the data processing accuracy and
performance in energy informatics are gradually being provided thanks to the
emergence of smart cities and industrial automation networks. The rise of the
Internet of Things (IoT), with its envisioned 50 billion terminal devices by the
year 2020 [Eva11], is fueling this process even more. A holistic architecture for
collecting, processing, and interpreting data related to the generation and/or
consumption in a power grid in meaningful ways is thus strongly required.
Once it is in place, a wide range of novel services will provide benefits to all
stakeholders, including electricity consumers, operators (including DSOs and
TSOs), and the power grid itself.
1.2

state of the art

It is the objective of energy informatics to consider the collection, preprocessing, and storage of electricity consumption data in a holistic and allencompassing way. Contributions to several, partially orthogonal, research topics must hence be considered in union. The current state of the art for each of
the relevant fields is summarized as follows.
Technically, the collection of energy consumption data can be realized in one
of the following four ways [FLG+11]:
1. Distributed direct sensing: This approach relies on (retro-)fitting individual
electrical appliances with sensing devices. The currently prevalent approach to facilitate distributed direct sensing is the insertion of a sensor
into the appliance’s power cord. To this end, both commercially available solutions (smart plugs, often part of home automation solutions)
as well as research prototypes like Plug [LFO+07], ACme [JDHD+09],
SEM [WBD+11], or SmartMeter.KOM [RBM+11] exist. While allowing
for the data collection at appliance-level granularity, the need for an individual sensor per appliance makes this approach expensive. To cut this
cost, sensors with low resolution are often being used, resulting in lower
achievable signal information.
2. Single-point sensing: Given the presence of electricity meters in virtually
all homes, leveraging them to collect measurements of voltage and
current (and thus the extraction of phase information) is the most direct
and trivial way of gathering information. As smart meters are generally
supplied by a customer’s utility company and need to be installed by
certified technicians, however, their technical specifications are usually
pre-determined (cf. [DoE11]) and non-changeable. The absence of a
unified interface to collect (high-resolution) sampling data from smart
meters additionally complicates the actual retrieval of data.
3. Intermediate sensing methods: While the two aforementioned methods
reflect the extremal points of potential sensor locations in dwellings,
several intermediate options exist as well. Marchiori et al. have proposed
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the installation of metering equipment on circuit level in [MHH+10]. In
[JS10], Jung and Savvides present a methodology for the progressive
deployment of sensors in order to minimize the risk of ambiguous power
attribution to appliances. A versatile hardware platform for intermediate
sensing is Monjolo [DCD13], which can be clipped to any cable (e.g., on
the distribution board or in conduit boxes). Monjolo can determine the
presence of flowing currents, yet by design it is neither able to quantify
their exact amplitude nor whether they result in a real or reactive power
consumption.
4. Indirect sensing: In contrast to the direct monitoring of electrical power
flows, approaches have also emerged to indirectly infer power flow information based on different modalities. Concepts leveraging sensors
for vibration, magnetic fields, or thermal imaging have been published
in ViridiScope [KSC+09], ANNOT [SGD+10], TinyEARS [TGM10], HeatProbe [HKC+11], Supero [PTM+13], Deltaflow [CCD14]. Such surrogate
indicators are often suitable to infer the operational state of an appliance,
although they are commonly not able to exactly quantify the resultant
energy demand.
Besides the sensor deployment locations, their sampling rate is equally important to consider. Across the practical deployments referenced above, it can
be noted that the majority of existing approaches technically only allow for
the collection of samples at a sampling rate 1 Hz, or even less. An analysis of spectral components in appliances’ current waveforms is hence implicitly excluded because this sampling frequency does not satisfy the NyquistShannon sampling theorem. In order to overcome this limitation, several research platforms have been presented which allow to capture voltage and current signatures at higher sampling rates (e.g., 15 kHz [BGS+11; CLY08; CLL10],
or 8 kHz [LFO+07; LLC+03; RPL+10]). However, such systems are mostly
not available commercially, particularly not in larger quantities. Even though
general-purpose power analyzers could be used to facilitate this data collection, economic reasons hinder their wide deployment (e.g., for distributed
direct sensing). Research has nonetheless unambiguously demonstrated that
higher sampling frequencies – up to the megahertz range – are required for
capturing transient events or even characteristic noise signatures backscattered
by electrical consumers onto the power lines [FLG+11]. Assessments of single point sensing deployments with sampling rates of 36 kHz [GRP10] and
even 100 kHz [BGM+09] have been conducted to this end. When recording
current flows at such sampling rates, the authors of the related studies found
that transition noises do not only occur for device de-/activation transitions,
but also for internal appliance state changes [CLS+06; PRK+07]. This observation is also well aligned with earlier work by Marubayashi [Mar97], which
indicated that each appliance (de)activation leads to minimal changes of the
mains voltage within the household. Another general observation was that
switching power supplies, such as the ones typically shipped with laptop com-
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puters, produce considerable characteristic noise in the range of hundreds of
kilohertz [FLG+11]. A dedicated consideration of high-frequency sampling, at
least at selected points within a building, thus appears as a promising approach to infer additional information on electrical energy consumption, as
confirmed by preliminary studies in [GRS14; KUK+16].
Data collection campaigns in the real-world incur significant monetary expenses for sensor purchases, installation, and maintenance. This is particularly
aggravated by the fact that no universally applicably collection methodology
has been proposed to this day, thus the longevity of installations is not ensured.
However, the use of real-world data in indispensable for the development of practically applicable analytics algorithms. Consequently, researchers around the
globe have started to collect power and/or energy consumption data by means
of measurement campaigns. In the last decade, a growing number of energy
consumption data sets has been collected and made available for download.
A selection of such data sets is listed in Table 1.1 on page 8, annotated by
their year of collection and instrumentation methodology. Moreover, the number of buildings monitored, sensor sampling rates, and geographic locations
of collection are reported.
When reviewing the characteristics of the listed data sets, it becomes apparent that no coherent data collection strategy can be observed. Measurement
devices are often deployed opportunistically, and the re-use of existing devices (e.g., smart meters) is paramount in most scenarios. As a result, several
limitations of the published data sets can be summarized:
B Only a small subset of the available data sets feature information on a
household’s aggregate demand in conjunction with the power consumptions of all present appliances (i.e., the combination of SPS with DDS or
PDS). Only two data sets encompass full-building instrumentations, yet
their data has not been collected at a sampling rate sufficient for spectral
analysis.
B User actions that correlate to appliance actuation decisions are rarely
recorded and published with the data (with Smart* [BMI+12] and
ECO [BKC+14] being exceptions).
B Additional annotations like the ground truth of an appliance’s actual
mode of operation are absent from the aforementioned data sets. Only
the PLAID data set [GGK+14] contains different entries for start-up and
steady-state current traces.
It is imperative to valuate the information content of collected data in order
to determine the efficacy of a sensor instrumentation methodology. Despite
the importance of this research challenge, however, it has received only little
scientific attention to date. In contrast to this barely covered research topic,
energy data processing (also named energy analytics) has been intensively studied
and numerous algorithms have been proposed to this end. Even though they
do not primarily target to valuate the information content in consumption data,
they allow for its indirect inference; input data of higher quality generally
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name

year

granularity

# buildings

sampling rate

location

PowerNet [KGH+10]

2010

DDS

1

1 Hz

United States

REDD [KJ11]

2011

SPS + PDS

6

15 kHz (SPS)
1–1/3 Hz (PDS/ISM)

+ ISM

United States

BLUED [AOB+12]

2012

SPS

1

12 kHz

United States

Tracebase [RBB+12]

2012

PDS

20+

1 Hz

Germany

Smart* [BMI+12]

2013

SPS + DDS

3

1 Hz (SPS/ISM)
∼1/5 Hz (DDS)

+ ISM

United States

AMPds [MPB+13]

2013

SPS + ISM

1

1/
60

Hz

Canada

ACS-F2 [RGH13]

2013

PDS

n/a

1/
10

Hz

Switzerland

1/
7

Hz

Scotland

OCTES [EST13]

2013

SPS

33

iAWE [BGS+13]

2013

SPS + PDS

1

1 Hz

India

+ ISM
GREEND [MEE+14]

2014

PDS

9

1 Hz

Austria/Italy

ECO [BKC+14]

2014

SPS + PDS

6

1 Hz

Switzerland

PLAID [GGK+14]

2014

PDS

55

30 kHz

United States

UK-DALE [KK14]

2015

SPS + PDS

5

16 kHz (SPS)
1/
8

United Kingdom

Hz (PDS)

DRED [URP15]

2015

SPS + DDS

1

1 Hz

REFIT [MLS+15]

2015

SPS + PDS

20

1/
8

WHITED [KUK+16]

2016

PDS

n/a

44 kHz

worldwide

COOLL [PNMR+16]

2016

PDS

1

100 kHz

France

Hz

Netherlands
United Kingdom

Table 1.1: Selection of existing energy informatics data sets. Sensor instrumentations:
DDS: distributed direct sensing of all individual loads; PDS: partial distributed direct sensing (selected loads only); SPS: single-point sensing at the
meter; ISM: intermediate sensing methods, e.g., circuit-level monitoring.

also lead to higher accuracy values of the energy analytics algorithms. The
primary focus of early energy analytics research has been the disaggregation of
a household’s energy demand based on the observed changes of its real – and
often also reactive – power consumption [Har92; DK99; FZ99; Pru02; LLC+03;
BV04; Cox04]. While initial solutions were predominantly focused on binarystate appliances (i.e., devices with a deterministic and repeatable change of
real and reactive power when turned on or off), many subsequent projects
have also looked at appliances with more complex consumption patterns. In
the majority of solutions presented to date (cf. [ZR11; ZGI+12; AGS+13] for
comprehensive surveys of NILM approaches), low-frequency data have been
used, i.e., samples collected at a rate below the frequency of the mains voltage
(often 1 Hz or less). However, other approaches have also looked into the use of
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input data containing spectral components in order to disaggregate household
totals (e.g., [LSJ95; CA98; CA00; IUI+04; BGM+09; PGW+11; DDD+17]).
Besides household load disaggregation, the detection of operational state and
anomalous consumption behavior in industrial settings (e.g., electrical motors)
has emerged as a secondary application scenario of energy analytics [LLN+05;
SLN+08; ORL+10]. Once initial solutions had demonstrated the possibility and
viability of energy analytics, subsequent approaches were designed to cater to
the disaggregation of appliances with variable power consumptions during
their operation (such as variable-frequency drives) as well as the usage of
more sophisticated techniques for their use disaggregation algorithms, e.g.,
Bayesian networks [PGW+14] or neural networks [Pru02; RNS+10; KK15].
Domain-specific preprocessing steps have also been investigated in [QG14;
RK14], targeting the elimination of spurious data or the conversion of raw
sensor samples into data structures that allow for faster processing.
Despite this positive prospect for energy analytics, two more aspects are vital
for its success. Firstly, a trade-off between the amplitudinal and temporal resolution of collected power data and the desired accuracy of the data analytics
needs to be determined to optimize their demand for storage space. Correlation
analyses were conducted in [EK10; LES+14; TSB+14], hinting at a non-linear
relation between the granularity at which data are collected and the resultant
service quality. Requirements to data storage systems also show a major dependency on the sampling resolution; in [MCB+15], annotated power flows from
seven channels captured at 12.8 kHz sampling rate have been shown to produce a daily volume of almost 20 gigabytes. Even when applying lossless compression, the storage requirement for data collected at 24 bits resolution and
16 kHz sampling rate sums up to 4.8 gigabytes per appliance per day [KK14].
More recently, a storage demand of 286 gigabytes per day has been determined
when sampling a three-phase system at 250 kHz [HKK+17]. Besides the data
preprocessing solutions presented above, orthogonal approaches to maintain
manageability have hence also been presented in literature. For example, proposals have been made to downsample data recorded at 100 kHz to a mere
20 Hz in order to mitigate the storage requirement [BGM+09], or to compress
smart meter data [RRR+12; EEK+15]. Storage demands are also strongly influenced by the way in which consumption data are being recorded. While
IBM recommends database solutions [IBM12], the NILMTK project [BKP+14]
natively supports input data in the HDF5 file format. The data sets listed
in Table 1.1 mostly use plain comma-separated value files (e.g., in [KGH+10;
RBB+12; GGK+14]) or XML-based representations (such as [RGH13]), neither
of which is well-suited to achieve high performance.
Secondly, besides purely technological constraints, the user acceptance of
smart metering and other forms of energy data collection is crucial for the
success and adoption of energy analytics. Adequate privacy protection of
collected data is thus mandatory, especially as numerous campaigns against
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the installation of smart meters have already formed worldwide1 . Existing
approaches mostly rely on cryptography to protect the confidentiality of
collected data [JAL12; WL13], but are partially also complemented by means
for local data obfuscation [REC15] or the use of local storage or renewable
generation to cover up power consumption [ZJW+14; EPE14; RKE+15] and
maintain user privacy this way.
1.3

contributions and outline

To realize truly smart grids, research and development activities in all of
the underlying domains need to be conducted, and their results must be
synergistically combined. Energy informatics is one of the pivotal areas for the
success of smart grids. Predominantly concerned with the application of ICT
in the domain of electrical power systems, energy informatics encompasses a
range of topic fields, as shown in the overview diagram in Figure 1.1 on page 3.
My recent research activities have been focused on this domain, and I have
made several scientific contributions to the areas depicted in the figure. These
contributions are presented in more technical depth in the following chapters
of this manuscript, yet briefly categorized in this section to cater for a common
understanding of their relation to each other and their interconnections.
The first set of contributions presented in this habilitation thesis address
the field of collecting electricity consumption information and ensuring
their lossless storage and forwarding. The concerted collection of sensor
data related to electrical quantities as well as supplementary sensor data
about the prevailing environmental conditions serves as the foundation for
many services, and is thus an important foundation for energy informatics.
Unless sensor data of appropriate resolution and granularity are available,
the processing and resulting services provision is severely hampered. Thus,
a first set of my contributions concerns the creation of infrastructures to
collect data from decentralized sources in a scalable fashion and ensure their
timely and accurate transmission. My contributions to this domain include the
design and implementation of embedded systems (in hard- and software) to
collect electricity consumption information, as well as their efficient coding to
alleviate bandwidth requirements and cater for scalability. The contributions I
have made to the field of energy information collection, targeting to capture a
holistic and comprehensive picture of a part of the power grid, are presented
in Chapter 2.
Besides the collection of data, their processing takes an integral role in
energy informatics and smart grids. Raw electricity consumption data are
generally large in volume, repetitive in their nature, and often contain only few
events of importance. In order to fully exploit the information content in such
data, it is thus necessary to eliminate redundancies in the data and extract
1 Examples

include http://www.stopsmartmeters.org and http://stopsmartmeters.org.uk
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patterns of significance. Due to their nature of being periodically sampled,
electricity consumption information can be modeled as time-series data. Thus,
techniques from the domain of time series analysis be applied to extract
knowledge from the input data. I have investigated several alternative ways
to extract high-level information from raw electricity consumption data in my
research. By considering electricity consumption data in both the time and
the frequency domain, the approaches allow to determine characteristic power
consumption patterns when appliances are activated, deactivated, or change
their mode of operation. Based on such information, it becomes possible to
detect anomalies by identifying deviations from previously observed patterns,
or to predict an appliance’s future power demand when such recurring
patterns are detected. My research results on the extraction of information
content from raw electricity consumption data are summarized in Chapter 3.
Besides purely technological considerations, user acceptance is vital for
the success of smart grids and energy informatics. In order to cater to the
users’ needs, an adequate protection of the sensitive data collection from their
metering points is indispensable. This is also of great relevance to ensure
compliance with current legislation (e.g., the European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation [EU16]). In essence, the protection of user privacy is
a key contributor to the acceptance of load monitoring in private homes.
Ensuring a strict compliant to privacy regulations and the sufficient protection
of electricity consumption data thus represents a cross-sectional topic of high
practical relevance. Consequently, I have investigated mechanisms to protect
user privacy in smart grids, which are presented in Chapter 4 of this work.
Given that it is not possible to measure the degree of achieved privacy
protection in absolute numbers, in-depth analyses of the parameter spaces
have been conducted in order to derive recommendations for configuring the
designed protection algorithms.
This habilitation thesis concludes with a summary of the presented contributions and possible future research directions in Chapter 5.
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The availability of energy consumption data at the required resolution for
adequate processing is one of the principal pillars of energy informatics.
While a plethora of devices to collect energy information in a scalable
manner have been presented in prior research, they most often feature
limited data reporting rates to ensure their operability over bandwidthlimited communication channels. In fact, it is not uncommon to see reporting
intervals as long as 15 minutes between samples (as defined in §60 MsbG),
even though most approaches presented in scientific publications rely on
readings reported once per second. Besides the different data reporting
intervals, the nature of the collected readings also often differs between sensor
deployments. In a large number of systems, only a single sample of the
value of interest (usually the averaged consumption since the last report)
is being communicated. Substituting a possibly large number of collected
voltage and current waveform samples by a single scalar value leads to
a loss of information, though. Thus, it severely hampers the operation of
many energy analytics algorithms, or at least affects their accuracy negatively.
Nonetheless, reasons for the widespread collection of such downsampled
data exist, most importantly the significantly reduced buffer and bandwidth
requirements for the data transmissions. The transmission of low-rate lowdetail readings makes it possible to use tightly resource-constrained embedded
systems for data collection, while still allowing for the observation of general
trends. In order to fully exploit the potential of energy informatics, innovative
contributions are needed to collect electricity consumption data at sufficiently
high resolutions to enable the extraction of their full information content,
yet keep the volume of data manageable at the same time. After a brief
introduction of the notion of load signatures, four of my contributions that
address this challenge are presented in the remainder of this section.
2.1

load signatures

Load signatures represent the fundamental quantities of interest in energy analytics. They model an electrical appliance’s characteristic power consumption
during the course of its operation, determined by the current drawn as well
as the voltage simultaneously applied to its terminals. The analysis of load
signatures has been extensively studied in research, e.g., in [LNK+10; CCT+12;
DHH+16; DRD+18], with the objective of extracting high-level information
from collected data. My own contributions to the field of load signature analysis are presented in Chapter 3 of this work. Two principal types of load sig-
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(b) Macroscopic load signature of a washing machine’s power consumption [Rei17a].

Figure 2.1: Macroscopic and microscopic load signatures of a washing machine.

natures have been defined by Zeifman and Roth in [ZR11], which are briefly
summarized as follows to cater for a common understanding.
Load signatures that contain voltage and current signals captured at
frequencies much greater than the frequency of the mains voltage are generally
referred to as microscopic load signatures. PLAID [GGK+14] is a data set of
microscopic appliance inrush signatures collected at 30 kHz sampling rate, i.e.,
500 times the mains frequency of its collection location (Pittsburgh, USA). A
sample load signature from the PLAID data set is shown in Figure 2.1a; note
that only the current consumption waveform is shown for visual clarity. It
shows a washing machine’s current consumption in the moment the appliance
is switched on. The sinusoidal nature of the current is clearly visible, as well as
the fact that the power consumption in the initial mains periods after activation
is largely different than the comparably steady waveform afterwards, due
to the initially low resistance of internal heating elements. While this level
of detail appears promising for energy data analytics, a key downside of
microscopic load signatures is their storage demand.
Alternatively, load signatures can be composed of averaged readings of
a load’s power consumption, reported at low frequencies, such as once
per second. This lowered resolution makes it impossible to reconstruct the
actual shape of the appliance’s current intake. However, such macroscopic load
signatures cater to the limitations imposed by wireless communications and
storage systems. Even though the level of detail achievable from microscopic
load signatures is no longer available, macroscopic load signatures still allow
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for the analysis of long-term trends and patterns on time scales of minutes,
hours, or even days. An example for this type of load signature is shown in
Figure 2.1b, which visualizes the power consumption of a washing machine
from the Tracebase data set [RBB+12], in which appliance-level data has
been collected in Germany at 1 Hz sampling rate. The washing machine’s
heating cycles with power consumptions in excess of 2,000 W can be easily
distinguished from rinsing phases with considerably lower power demand.
The conversion of a microscopic load signature into its macroscopic representation is easily possible, yet a lossy process. For example, the multiplication
of the current waveform shown in Figure 2.1a with the corresponding voltage
samples (also part of the data set) yields the washing machine’s power consumption which can then be integrated over the course of one second. The
three largely different phases visible in Figure 2.1a (off, initial inrush, steady
state), however, all take place within one second. Consequently, they can no
longer be discerned in the macroscopic load signature once the data have been
converted, despite their potential relevance for load signature analysis algorithms.
2.2

collecting load signatures using embedded systems

Electricity consumption data can be collected in many distributed locations
within the power grid. Many more meaningful insights can, however, be
gained by correlating data simultaneously captured in different locations.
A network of data collection devices must hence be established to create
such an infrastructure for energy data analytics. As many potential metering
locations are located in places where no wired data connection is available,
wireless solution are frequently used to this end. A key advantage is their
quick and simple installation, and due to their installation at a live mains
connection there is virtually no installation effort to supply them with power.
From a technological point of view, networked metering devices can be seen
as an instantiation of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [ASS+02], in which
each distributed sensor is responsible for the collection, on-board processing,
and reporting of electricity consumption data. Their miniaturized form factor
and the low monetary cost of WSN devices makes them highly viable for
deployments at scale. The strong research activities that have been ongoing
in the domain of WSNs for almost two decades moreover provide an excellent
foundation for the practical use of wireless sensors for energy monitoring.
The majority of today’s WSN platforms do not feature sensors for mains voltage amplitudes or current flows by default. Versatile expansion headers, however, make it possible to interface external peripherals. To foster research on
energy analytics I have thus designed TUCap, an embedded microcontrollerbased systems that allows for the collection and processing of consumption
data. Technical details about TUCap’s features and its data processing capabilities are presented in the following publication.
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A. Reinhardt. “TUCap: A Sensing System to Capture and Process Appliance
Power Consumption in Smart Spaces.” In: Proceedings of the 16th GI/ITG KuVS
Fachgespräch “Sensornetze” (FGSN). 2017, pp. 31–34.
At the heart of TUCap is an extension board that relies on an Analogto-Digital Converter (ADC) which allows for the synchronous sampling of
voltage and current signals at 36 kHz sampling rate and 24 bits of resolution.
Thus, it enables the collection of microscopic load signatures, and harmonics
up to the 360th order can be analyzed. Through the choice of transducers
(a clip-on current transformer and a voltage transformer with CEE 7/16
“Europlug” connector), its non-instrusive installation is facilitated. The TUCap
sensor interface is connected to an attached microcontroller board via a
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus connection. A photography of the sensor
interface is shown in Figure 2.2.
The buffering, processing, and transmission of collected voltage and current
readings is the task of an attached microcontroller platform. Without loss of
generality, a Teensy 3.22 device has been used in the prototypical evaluation
of TUCap. Based on a 72 MHz ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller with 256 kB of
Flash memory and 64 kB of RAM, the Teensy platform natively supports SPI
communications at up to 25 MHz frequency. Thus, it can retrieve and buffer
sensor readings in real-time; even real-time data processing is possible to a
limited extent. In fact, a supplementary study on the similarity of consecutive voltage and current waveforms, also part of the publication, has demonstrated their high resemblance, making them well-suited for compression. In
summary, TUCap is a key enabling component for load signature collection on
embedded systems and the basis for the contributions presented in Section 2.3.
Power connection
ADC
Load resistors
Current input

Voltage input

Crystal
Data connection

Figure 2.2: Key components on the TUCap sensor interface board [Rei17b].
2A

technical description of the device is available at https://www.pjrc.com/teensy/
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2.3

load signature compression

The information content in microscopic load signatures is significantly greater
than in macroscopic load signatures [LES+14; TSB+14]. Thus, the use of
microscopic features is strongly favorable to tap the full potential of energy
informatics. Their demand for storage, however, is non-negligible. While
readings collected once per second amount to a total of 86,400 samples per
day, more than 3 billion data points are collected when collecting samples
at a rate of 36 kHz. At an amplitude resolution of 24 bits per sample, this
amounts to a storage demand of almost 10 gigabytes per day, as compared
to slightly more than 250 kilobytes for the secondly interval. At the same time,
the repetitive nature of current and voltage waveforms (cf. Figure 2.1) shows
only little variations between successive mains periods. This has motivated
the investigation to what extent a compression of subsequent waveforms is
possible, which has been documented in the following publication:
A. Reinhardt. “Adaptive Load Signature Coding for Electrical Appliance
Monitoring over Low-Bandwidth Communication Channels.” In: Proceedings
of the 5th IFIP Conference on Sustainable Internet and ICT for Sustainability
(SustainIT). 2017, pp. 1–8.
The key contribution of aforementioned paper is ALSCEAM, a scheme
for the adaptive compression of microscopic load signatures. In the paper,
I initially conducted an assessment of the compressibilty of load signatures
by converting them into different time series data representations: IEEE 754
floating-point numbers, as Comma-Separated Values (CSV), and RIFF WAVE
(PCM data). A subsequent assessment of their compressibility with established
data compression tools (ZIP, bzip2, FLAC) has demonstrated savings in excess
of 99.5%, yet only when sufficiently many waveform periods were available
for compression. When only a single waveform or the concatenation of 120
mains periods were used for analysis, the savings dropped to 15–80%. In fact,
in some configurations compression losses even occurred, i.e., the compressed
output was larger in size than the input data. Moreover, the bzip2 compression
algorithms is documented to require at least 400 kilobytes of RAM; it thus
vastly exceeds the capacity available on the TUCap platform (cf. Section 2.2).
ALSCEAM instead relies on the concept of omitting repetitive waveforms
without significant variations from their transmission altogether. To this end,
the waveform of one period of the quantity of interest (voltage or current) is
buffered initially. A dissimilarity metric based on the Root-Mean-Square Error
(RMSE) to the stored data is computed for all subsequently recorded waveforms.
Newly collected waveforms are only transmitted when their dissimilarity to
the previously recorded waveform exceeds a threshold ρth . The effect of
applying ALSCEAM is visualized in Figure 2.3. Instead of transmitting data
for all 120 mains periods, only values for 10, 6, or 4 mains periods are reported
when applying ALSCEAM, leading to a reduction of the data by 91.7–96.7%.
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(a) Current consumption of a compact fluorescent lamp for a duration of two seconds, taken
from the PLAID data set [GGK+14] (file 3.csv). Note that a negative peak overshoot at
sampling point 5,399 has been omitted for improved visual clarity.
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(b) Application of ALSCEAM to decompose the trace shown above into repetitive current
consumption waveform periods using sensitivity value ρth =0.25.
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Figure 2.3: Application of ALSCEAM to separate a microscopic load signature into
similar repetitive waveforms. The number of occurrences of the waveforms
is annotated in the top-right corner of each diagram [Rei17a].

A complementary approach to reduce the traffic resulting from the transmission of uncompressed macroscopic load signature data is presented in:
A. Reinhardt and S. Koessler. “PowerSAX: Fast Motif Matching in Distributed Power Meter Data Using Symbolic Representations.” In: Proceedings
of the 9th IEEE International Workshop on Practical Issues in Building Sensor Network Applications (SenseApp). 2014, pp. 531–538.
The proposed approach, named PowerSAX, is conceptually similar to
ALSCEAM in the sense that it is based on the detection of previously observed
consumption patterns. Its operation on macroscopic data, however, imposes
different boundary conditions to be considered. While the periodic nature of
current and voltage waveforms can be analyzed in-depth when microscopic
detail is available, macroscopic load signatures lack such short-term patterns.
Instead, a different type of repetitive patterns can be observed for numerous
device types: Many appliances, particularly white goods, operate according to
a pre-defined sequence of (internal) states. The macroscopic load signature of
the washing machine visualized in Figure 2.1b can, e.g., be expected to repeat
in the same fashion for every operation of the appliance. Such devices also
often have operation durations on the order of minutes or even hours (the
washing cycle in Figure 2.1b takes over two hours to complete).
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Figure 2.4: Histogram of the power consumption values of a dishwasher appliance,
with cluster boundaries and corresponding symbol annotations [RK14].

Like ALSCEAM, PowerSAX has been designed with a its applicability on
embedded sensing platforms in mind. In particular, it mitigates memory constraints by operating on symbolic approximations [LKL+03] of the macroscopic load signature data instead of processing raw consumption readings.
The computation of the mapping between consumption data and corresponding symbolic value is determined through a density-based clustering of the
observed readings. To this end, the histogram of an appliance’s power consumption is being computed, and clusters of similar consumption values are
determined using the MeanShift algorithm [CM02]. An example for this internal conversion process is shown in Figure 2.4, which shows the clustered
histogram of a dishwasher’s power consumption and the mapping of clusters
to a symbolic alphabet with characters A–G. This alphabet generation process
is executed during an initialization phase and adapts the symbol mapping to
the consumption characteristsics of the attached appliance(s). As a positive
side effect of histogram clustering, PowerSAX is also mostly immune against
measurement noise.
During its regular operation, newly collected macroscopic consumption
values are converted to their symbolic representations according to the
previously determined mapping. Thereafter, the most recent symbols in a
sliding time window are compared to a set of previously stored symbolic
sequences. Once a known symbolic sequence pattern is found in the stream of
symbols, a corresponding message is transmitted to notify stakeholders about
the occurrence of the underlying event (e.g., “dishwasher cycle completed”).
The potential for efficient binary encodings of the symbol sequences, combined
with the early termination of the symbol sequence matching as soon as
a mismatching symbol is detected further minimize PowerSAX’s resource
demand and accelerate its operation.
2.4

remote re-configuration of data collection devices

When data sources for energy analytics applications are connected through
low-power wireless links, bandwidth utilization considerations are of major
concern. The data rates of protocols currently used for networked embedded
systems (such as IEEE 802.15.4 [IEEE06]) often range below 1 Mbps, and packet
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sizes are often confined to small values (127 bytes in IEEE 802.15.4). Consequently, a single sensing device that transmits microscopic load signatures in
real-time can already completely exhaust the available bandwidth, leaving no
transmission opportunities for other wireless terminals. Sharing the wireless
channel between multiple devices thus requires all participating stations to
lower their number of transmitted packets. While local preprocessing mechanisms like ALSCEAM (cf. Section 2.3) provide a viable way to reduce traffic during periods of constant appliance power consumption, bursty traffic
can still occur when appliance operation modes change. It is thus necessary
to have a means to limit the maximum data generation rate of sensors, e.g.,
by relaying commands to device groups in order to avoid congestion on the
wireless channel. The RoCoCo protocol facilitates the dissemination of control
messages into networks of embedded sensing systems while minimizing the
resulting energetic overhead, and is presented in the following publication:
A. Reinhardt and C. Renner. “RoCoCo: Receiver-initiated Opportunistic
Data Collection and Command Multicasting for WSNs.” In: Proceedings of the
12th European Conference on Wireless Sensor Networks (EWSN). 2015, pp. 218–
233.
RoCoCo is a symbiosis between data collection and data dissemination.
Built on the collection protocol ORiNoCo [URT12], it enables the collection
of sensor readings at a destination device, e.g., a border router, at very low
energetic overhead. In contrast to collection protocols, however, RoCoCo also
offers a way to disseminate data (e.g., control messages) to individual nodes of
groups thereof. This is accomplished by synergistically integrating additional
fields into the messages exchanged by ORiNoCo. Most importantly, a Bloom
filter [Blo70] is used to store the addresses of all destination devices, such that
an arbitrary number of recipients can be specified at constant overhead.
The low-power operation of ORiNoCo is only minimally affected by these
additions. In fact, testbed evaluations have demonstrated that the networkwide average energy consumption has only increased by 0.11% when RoCoCo
is being executed on top of ORiNoCo. Further evaluation results from practical
testbed experimentation with 36 embedded systems are shown in Figure 2.5.
The first subdiagram shows the average distance between nodes and the
edge router. Due to the nature of the underlying collection protocol, routes
can change between packet transmissions, such that corresponding topology
changes take place. In all cases, nodes were not located further than five hops
away from the edge router. In the second subdiagram, the average interval
between data transmissions is shown. Given that nodes located in proximity
to the edge router need to relay more data on behalf of nodes further into
the network, their intervals are mostly smaller than for far-away nodes. The
third subdiagram shows the delay experienced when configuration messages
are being disseminated into the network. While not as quick as the data
collection (shown in the fourth subdiagram), the figure still demonstrates that
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Figure 2.5: Synoptic visualization of four key evaluation parameters when running
RoCoCo in a testbed setting with 36 devices. Nodes are ordered by their
average hop count to the network edge (first subfigure). The second
subfigure shows the average interval at which packets (i.e., collection
messages and command confirmations) are being sent. The remaining two
subfigures visualize the time required to disseminate the command to each
device, as well as the time taken to confirm receipt of the command to the
edge router. Error bars indicate the standard deviation [RR15].

dissemination of control messages for up to four hops is mostly accomplished
in less than one minute. The fourth and last subfigure finally shows the time
taken to confirm the receipt of the configuration message back to the edge
router. Given that this traffic follows the same direction as the data that is being
collected by the sensor devices, the forwarding process terminates quickly, in
less than eight seconds for the given topology.
In conclusion, RoCoCo serves as a substrate for wireless networks of
embedded systems which facilitates quick data collection while allowing for
the configuration of nodes at extremely low energy overhead. It is sufficiently
lightweight to be executed on sensor devices with only 48 kilobytes of program
memory and 10 kilobytes of RAM, thus well-suited for its application in energy
informatics data collection scenarios.
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2.5

in-network data processing

Up to this point, only devices with identical hardware configurations have
been considered in the presented contributions. The upcoming vision of the
Internet of Things (IoT) will entail a drastic change to this assumption. Smart
objects with embedded networking capabilities will permeate our everyday
lives and enable many currently unthinkable services and novel interaction
paradigms. Heterogeneous in their nature, IoT devices will not only serve
different purposes, but be equipped with different sensing, processing, storage,
and communication capabilities.
As a result of the exponentially growing number of devices, an increased
saturation of wireless communication links is highly likely to be observed. Besides the option to transition to new communication technologies like the fifth
generation of mobile communication systems (5G) [PSS16], technologies to integrate existing devices and infrastructures are vital for the success of the IoT.
One concept from the domain of WSNs stands out in this regard, given its implicit applicability on heterogeneous systems: In-network processing relies on the
use of computational power available within the network [CLX+06]. Leveraging processing capabilities inside the network of embedded systems dispenses
with the need to fully forward a sensor’s collected data to the network edge,
possibly relayed by multiple intermediate stations. Instead, devices with sufficient computational energy reserves can apply data processing algorithms
within the network to reduce the traffic volume. As a side effect, the negative
effects of energy holes [LM07] can be reduced when in-network processing is
applied.
Existing works on in-network processing partially consider device heterogeneity, yet primarily with regard to a device’s residual energy. Through shifting resource-intensive processing tasks away from nodes that are approaching
the depletion of their energy budget, a prolonged network runtime can often
be accomplished. However, methods to compensate for other dimensions of
device heterogeneity have rarely been considered in related work, despite the
expectation that networks composed of devices with entirely different specifications are expected to emerge. This motivated the contributions of the following paper:
A. Reinhardt and D. Burgstahler. “Exploiting Platform Heterogeneity in
Wireless Sensor Networks by Shifting Resource-Intensive Tasks to Dedicated
Processing Nodes.” In: Proceedings of the 14th International Symposium on a
World of Wireless, Mobile and Multimedia Networks (WoWMoM). 2013, pp. 1–9.
The paper presents an investigation into the facets of device heterogeneity,
by conducting an in-depth comparison of six widely used hardware platforms
for embedded sensing systems with regard to their computational capabilities.
Four data processing algorithms that can be employed to process and/or
reduce wireless traffic have been implemented on each of the target systems,
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Figure 2.6: Energy demand for the execution of four benchmarking functions on each
of the six embedded sensing platforms [RB13].

and the corresponding energy consumptions for their execution been used as
a benchmark. Results are visualized in Figure 2.6 and demonstrate the hugely
varying energy demands to perform the same operation on different devices.
In the paper, this observation is followed by a simulative analysis to determine
situations in which task migration between deployed devices is meaningful,
and to what extent energy can be saved through collaborative data processing.
A key insight was that there are many situations where lightweight systems
with inefficient processors can benefit from the data processing in their vicinity,
leading to network-wide energy savings from 46–77%.
This result also allows for conclusions to be drawn on the successful
application of energy informatics. As soon as buildings will experience a
stronger penetration with IoT systems, setting up dedicated networks to collect
electricity consumption information will no longer be necessary. Instead,
sensors for voltage, current, and relevant environmental parameters can
be expected to seamlessly integrate into this IoT infrastructure. The study
conducted in the presented paper has effectively proven that there will be
potential in in-network data processing, particularly when heterogeneous
devices are available. The resultant possible traffic reductions will strongly
cater to the requirements of energy informatics.
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Besides investigating methodologies and instrumentation approaches to collect electricity consumption information in an efficient and scalable way, their
processing also takes a key role in energy informatics. In existing literature,
both macroscopic and microscopic load signatures have been found to contain
a large information content. By extracting such information, a variety of services for all involved stakeholders in the smart grid are conceivable. Firstly,
the user’s comfort and convenience can be improved by learning typical usage patterns of appliances and actuating them autonomously according to
the user’s preferences. At the same time, the automated deactivation of appliances to reduce a household’s energy consumption while maintaining the
user’s satisfaction becomes possible. Secondly, services to the advantage of
utility companies can be realized, such as the prediction of future electricity
demand. Such information can be used in the capacity planning of transmission lines and to estimate the demand for generation. Thirdly and lastly, functionalities to ensure and improve safety and security in both residential and
industrial settings can be based on consumption data. By finding outliers in
consumption data, anomalies in household activities and manufacturing processes alike can be recognized early and relevant stakeholders be notified. I
have made contributions to three current research challenges in energy data
processing: Appliance recognition, load forecasting, and anomalous consumption detection. The contents of the corresponding scientific publications are
summarized in the following sections. Lastly, Section 3.4 introduces AMBAL,
a tool to synthetically generate load signatures, and thus enlarge the body of
avilable data sets (cf. Table 1.1 on page 8) significantly. While not directly a
technique for load signature processing, AMBAL facilitates the generation of
large and well-annotated data sets for the evaluation of such algorithms.
3.1

appliance recognition

One of the principal services in energy informatics is the capability to recognize electrical appliances based on their microscopic and/or macroscopic
consumption characteristics. Expressive features are required to fully distinguish consumption patterns between appliances. Most often, these are based
on the characteristic power consumption patterns, the temporal patterns of
consumption changes, and possibly the prevailing environmental conditions
during appliance use. The most prominent application scenario for appliance
recognition is its use in NILM, i.e., the recognition of currently operated appliances from the aggregate household load.
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The extraction of features from collected load signatures to is also the
principal contribution of the following publication:
A. Reinhardt, P. Baumann, D. Burgstahler, M. Hollick, H. Chonov, M.
Werner, and R. Steinmetz. “On the Accuracy of Appliance Identification
Based on Distributed Load Metering Data.” In: Proceedings of the 2nd IFIP
Conference on Sustainable Internet and ICT for Sustainability (SustainIT). 2012,
pp. 1–9.
Contrary to the majority of research works that try to tackle NILM from a
holistic viewpoint (i.e., through the analysis of aggregate consumption traces),
the paper addresses an important sub-challenge, namely the recognition of
single appliances from their macroscopic load signatures. Even though this
problem is less complex to solve than full NILM, several research challenges
have been determined during the research undertaken for this paper. First
and foremost, characteristic and expressive features are required that allow
machine learning algorithms to discriminate between appliances, with ideally
no confusion between appliance types. Thus, a key contribution of the paper
is the investigation of potential features. Thorugh feature engineering from
the domains of electrical engineering, information technology, and computer
science and engineering, a selection of 517 candidate features has been
determined.
Features have been considered in four principal areas; a selection of the
features in each category is briefly summarized as follows:
1. Temporal appliance behavior: Features in this category describe appliance
activities with regard to their timings. To this end, both the durations
of active periods as well as the intervals in-between active periods are
considered. Moreover, features like the number of appliance activations
per day fall into this category.
2. Power and energy consumption: For both power and energy (i.e., the
integration of power consumption over time) features are extracted that
model average and extremal values. Also, a division of the 24 hours of
a day into 144 segments of ten minutes length each is performed, and
power and energy consumption values for these segments are considered
as features.
3. Power consumption shape: The way how an appliance’s power consumption evolves over time during its activity is also considered as a feature
to describe appliances. In particular, the smoothness of a device’s load
signature and the amplitude changes of power consumption are considered to discriminate between appliances.
4. Noise level and other statistical features: Some appliances exhibit periodicities in their power consumptions. Thus, through a transformation to the
frequency domain, such recurrences are identified and used to recognize
the type of the underlying appliance.
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Table 3.1: Ten most relevant macroscopic features according to their information gain.

rank

feature

1

maximum power consumption in last daily activity phase

2

maximum power consumption throughout the day

3

average power consumed during all daily activity phases

4

average power demand for the complete day

5

average energy demand for appliance activity phases

6

highest power consumption observed during activity phases

7

lowest power consumption observed during activity phases

8

average power consumption during activity phases

9

median duration of activity phases

10

highest encountered drop in power consumption

In order to assess to what extent these features are expedient to recognize
appliance types, a supplementary contribution was needed. At the time of
the paper’s publication, only a very small number of data sets of macroscopic
load signatures was available (cf. Table 1.1). Also, macroscopic traces were only
available for a small subset of the appliance types, predominantly IT systems
(desktop computers, monitors, printers, and network switches) [KGH+10].
To overcome this limitation, a data set called tracebase3 has been collected
within the scope of the paper’s research. Composed of more than 1,200
macroscopic load signature traces from more than 100 appliances, the data set
has established itself in the NILM community and been used as the foundation
for numerous subsequent research works.
Through the combination of the collected load signatures with the candidate
features, a system design for appliance recognition has been developed that
succeeded in discriminating between 33 appliance types at an accuracy of
95.5%. A supplementary analysis of the information gain of the used candidate
features has moreover been conducted, with its results shown in Table 3.1.
Thus, a classification of appliances has been demonstrated to be possible, yet
insights for future improvements were also determined. For example, devices
with similar operational times and consumption ranges (such as various lamps
or computer monitors of different types) were often confused with each other.
Also, the time window used in the presented approach has always been chosen
as one day, i.e., 24 hours. This might be sufficient for many practical application
scenarios, given that it is rather uncommon to connect electrical appliances to
different outlets every time they are being used. However, other applications
might require faster reactions to changed consumption characteristics.
3 Available

for download at http://www.tracebase.org
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Figure 3.1: Inrush current waveforms and corresponding frequency spectra (as computed by the data collection platform) of three appliances [RBZ+12].

To address the aforementioned limitation, I have conducted further research
into accelerating the appliance recognition step. For this purpose, the use
of microscopic load signatures has emerged as a viable option. Collected
at a much higher temporal resolution, more information content can be
extracted from short segments already. An corresponding approach towards
the appliance detection based on high-resolution data is documented in:
A. Reinhardt, D. Burkhardt, M. Zaheer, and R. Steinmetz. “Electric Appliance Classification Based on Distributed High Resolution Current Sensing.”
In: Proceedings of the 7th IEEE International Workshop on Practical Issues in Building Sensor Network Applications (SenseApp). 2012, pp. 1003–1009.
The paper describes how microscopic current consumption waveforms
are being collected by means of a SmartMeter.KOM [RBM+11] sensor at
a sampling rate of 1.6 kHz. The resource limitations of the used platform
(32 kilobytes of program memory and 2.56 kilobytes of RAM), however, limit
the data processing to the computation of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
over a duration of 16 mains periods. Subsequently, the amplitudes of the
fundamental frequency as well as the first four odd harmonics (i.e., 150 Hz
through 450 Hz for a mains frequency of 50 Hz) are forwarded to an external
system for storage and analysis. The analysis of spectral information during
an appliance’s initial activation and its steady-state operation showed that
both greatly vary between devices, and thus qualify as distinctive features for
the application of machine learning. Based on further results of the analyses
conducted in the paper, it could be shown that the spectra of inrush currents
are slightly more expressive than those during steady-state operation. Their
visualization in the time and frequency domain is thus shown in Figure 3.1.
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Table 3.2: Ten most relevant microscopic features according to their information gain.

rank

feature

1

Average current

2

Magnitude of the fundamental frequency (50 Hz) in the spectrum

3

RMS value of the current

4

Peak current

5

Magnitude of the 3rd harmonic (150 Hz) in the spectrum

6

Magnitude of the 5th harmonic (250 Hz) in the spectrum

7

Magnitude of the 7th harmonic (350 Hz) in the spectrum

8

Magnitude of the 9th harmonic (450 Hz) in the spectrum

9

Phase shift

10

Magnitude of DC offset

It can be observed that amplitudes in the frequency domain are not only of
varying amplitudes (note the different axis scaling), but the odd harmonics
also have different amplitudes. Again, an evaluation of the information content
of extracted features has been conducted, with results shown in Table 3.2.
Features similar to those relevant for macroscopic load signature analysis
(as presented above and published in [RBB+12]) again rank among the top
four values. However, the harmonic content has been determined to contain
a greater information value than, e.g., the phase shift. Executing appliance
recognition based on microscopic signatures has a major advantage in terms
of recognition delays: Less than one second was required to achieve accuracy
levels of up to 98.7%. A more expensive sensor instrumentation is, however,
needed in comparison to the operation on macroscopic signatures, which can
generally be supplied with data from any off-the-shelf plug-level meter.
3.2

consumption prediction

A second application of load signature analysis is the case of predicting future
power consumption of appliances. Given the stabilizing effects flexible energy
tariffs can have on the power grid [SWH+15], it is important for customers
to understand their consumption behavior. In particular, appliances with long
operational durations (particularly white goods, see also Section 2.3) may be
started when energy prices are low, but only complete their working cycle at
a much later time. Information about a household’s expected future consumption can thus allow users to make informed decisions about when appliances
should be activated. Knowledge of future demand is also of key interest for
large consumers and utility companies alike. While the former class of consumers are often billed by their peak loads, techniques like load shedding or
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Figure 3.2: Superimposed macroscopic load signatures of seven operation cycles of
the same dishwasher appliance [RR16].

on-demand activation (“peak shaving” and “valley filling” [BNJL08]) are essential to sustain their economical operation. Utility companies, in turn, can
leverage information about future electricity demands to optimize their generation infrastructure and reduce the capacity requirements of standby power
plants (spinning reserve). To address these requirements, a load forecasting
algorithm based on time series analysis was presented in:
A. Reinhardt, D. Christin, and S. S. Kanhere. “Can Smart Plugs Predict Electric Power Consumption? A Case Study.” In: Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Computing, Networking and
Services (MobiQuitous). 2014, pp. 257–266.
The rationale behind using characteristics in macroscopic load signatures
for load forecasting becomes clear when considering the seven superimposed
power consumption traces of a dishwasher shown in Figure 3.2a. The high coherence between operation cycles is obvious, and can be attributed to the predefined sequence of steps in the dishwasher’s program. This becomes particularly obvious when re-aligning the trace at points in time at which significant
changes to the power consumption occur, as visualized in Figure 3.2b. Such
change points consequently represent potential indicators of future power consumption, at least for a limited duration.
The approach presented in the paper exploits this property of macroscopic
load signatures by identifying major changes in consumption and annotating
them by the appliance’s subsequent power demand. The detected load
changes, termed prediction signatures in the paper, are subsequently analyzed
with regard to potential ambiguities. Prediction signatures that lead to
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Figure 3.3: Fraction of correct, incorrect, and missing predictions for 15 appliance
types; in both cases, the prediction horizon was set to 120 seconds [RCK14].

inconsistent subsequent demands are purged, given that they do not allow
for forecasts. In turn, prediction signatures that are always followed by the
same (or a sufficiently similar) power consumption pattern, are retained.
Due to the limited scale of the data set used in the evaluations, a third
class of prediction signatures exist, namely those that occur exactly once in
macroscopic load signatures. Such signatures can be seen as an artifact of the
data set’s limitations. Thus, they are not considered in the evaluation to avoid
a falsification of the results.
It also needs to be noted that variations in appliance activity durations limit
the time for which predications can be made reliably. Thus, different prediction
horizons, i.e., times for which future consumption annotations are being made,
have been evaluated. Selected results for two scenarios are shown in Figure 3.3.
In Figure 3.3a, the results are plotted when prediction signatures are extracted
and evaluated for each considered appliance type separately. The analysis is
hence based on 15 sets of signatures that occur more than once in the training
data and lead to consistent forecasting results. The attained results show that a
large fraction of correct forecasts are possible for many appliance types, under
the precondition that only predication signatures for the given type are being
used. In contrast to the class-wise analysis, Figure 3.3b shows the outcomes
when a single prediction signature database is created for all appliance types.
Once all ambiguous prediction signatures have been purged, many more
incorrect predictions result than in the class-wise analysis. The reason lies
within the similarity of power consumption changes across appliance types,
yet with different subsequent consumption behavior. An accurate fitting of the
prediction signature database to the appliance(s) under consideration is thus
crucial for successful predictions.
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3.3

anomaly detection

A third use case for energy analytics is the detection of consumption anomalies.
Analogous to the forecasting future electricity demands, anomaly detection is
of relevance for both consumers and suppliers of electrical energy. To TSOs,
DSOs, and utility companies, anomalous consumption can be an indicator
of faults in the power grid. In industrial sites, anomalies and in particular
gradual shifts of consumption patterns are often indicative of the mechanical
wear of machinery [ORL+10]; thus, their detection is an enabling element for
predictive maintenance. Even in private homes, anomalies often either indicate
imminent danger or at least an unusual behavior of the residents. The latter is
particularly of interest in Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) scenarios.
From a technical perspective, anomaly detection and load prediction share
many commonalities. An expectation of future consumption is mandatory
to determine to what extent the actual consumption deviates from it. I
have consequently presented insights into the recognition of consumption
anomalies based on the observation of regularities in load signatures in the
following work:
A. Reinhardt and D. Reinhardt. “Detecting Anomalous Electrical Appliance
Behavior based on Motif Transition Likelihood Matrices.” In: Proceedings of
the IEEE International Conference on Smart Grid Communications (SmartGridComm) Symposium on Data Management, Grid Analytics and Dynamic Pricing.
2016, pp. 704–709.
In the work, again prediction signatures are being discovered in macroscopic
load signature data. In contrast to the sole matching of such prediction
signatures, as performed in the work discussed in Section 3.2, the forecasts are
now being compared to an appliance’s actual consumption. In case projected
and actual power demand match up, the appliance is considered to exhibit a
regular operation pattern. In contrast, once a mismatch between prediction
and actual demand is detected, an event is signaled to inform interested
stakeholders about the occurrence. The paper builds on the concept of a motif
transition likelihood matrix, a multidimensional structure that maps prediction
signatures to the probabilities of future demand. Again, a conversion into
symbolic representations (cf. Section 2.3) is applied to macroscopic load
signatures to reduce computational efforts. Symbol sequences of a fixed length,
referred to as motifs, are subsequently extracted, and an analysis is conducted
on the temporal distances of their occurrences. During a training phase, the
system computes the probabilities of transitions between motifs and inserts
them into the transition likelihood matrix. A graphical visualization of the
probabilities for motif transitions from the motif AAAB is shown in Figure 3.4.
The temporal offset between the motif occurrences is shown on the x-axis,
whereas the probabilities of the given transition are cumulatively plotted on
the ordinate axis.
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Figure 3.5: Assessment of the motif-based anomaly detection algorithm’s output
Ptotal in comparison to the appliance’s averaged power consumption for
two sample anomaly cases [RR16].

Once trained and adapted to the regular patterns of the appliance under
consideration, the system is ready to operate. For each newly incoming power
consumption sample, its motif representation is computed, and the probability
of regular appliance operation, Ptotal , is being computed. An example for the
anomaly detection performance is given in Figure 3.5, where two faults have
been simulated for a refrigerator appliance. Ptotal , plotted as a continuous
line in the lower subdiagrams, outputs an almost binary representation of
the likeliness of normal operation (Ptotal = 1) during the regular cooling
cycles, yet quickly drops to zero when irregularities are encountered. For
comparison, the mean values of the power consumptions (dashed lines) show
strong fluctuations, thus their potential for anomaly detection is limited.
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3.4

load modeling for automated evaluations

Many energy informatics research challenges are encountered by using tools
from the domain of artificial intelligence, in particular machine learning. Most
often, one or more of the publicly available data sets (cf. Table 1.1) are being
used to evaluate the performance of newly developed algorithms and systems.
Undiscovered annotation errors or incomplete data thus manifest themselves
not only in the data sets, but also in all papers based upon them. In many
cases, the limited scale of the data sets also expresses itself in an effect known
as overfitting. Overfitting takes place when machine learning algorithms adapt
too well to the characteristics of the training data set and can as a result no
longer be generalized to other, yet unseen, data. Mitigating the shortage of data
sets is not trivial, given the efforts required to set up, operate, and maintain
energy data collection campaigns. Thus, other means to source input data for
research and development purposes are needed. An approach that relies on
the modeling of macroscopic load signatures and their subsequent synthesis
into representative and annotated traces is presented in:
N. Buneeva and A. Reinhardt. “AMBAL: Realistic Load Signature Generation for Load Disaggregation Performance Evaluation.” In: Proceedings of the
IEEE International Conference on Smart Grid Communications (SmartGridComm)
Symposium on Big Data Management and Analytics. 2017, pp. 443–448.
The developed system is a tool to analyze macroscopic load signatures
and derive accurate appliance-level power consumption models. Generated
models are composed of parametrizable basic building blocks, a concept
initially presented by Barker et al. in [BKI+13]. Through their combination,
appliance power consumption can be approximated to the desired accuracy
level. A generalization step used in the model-building process ensures that
representative, yet compact, descriptions of consumption patterns are being
extracted for each modeled appliance.
AMBAL has been tested by modeling the consumption behavior of 24 appliances (14 from Tracebase [RBB+12] and 10 from ECO [BKC+14]). It could be
observed that for many appliance types (e.g., water kettle, refrigerator, freezer,
microwave oven) models can be composed of less than five components, while
still not exceeding a modeling error of 6%.
Furthermore, AMBAL has been augmented by a tool to synthesize formerly
extracted appliance consumption models into artificial, yet realistic-looking,
traces for their use in testing and improving energy analytics algorithms.
Moreover, by coupling AMBAL with a user activity models (following the
work of Richardson et al. [RTI08]), the foundation for the generation of fully
synthetic, yet realistic-looking, aggregate consumption traces has been created.
A visualization of the potential of this synergistic combination is shown in
Figure 3.6. Models for 14 electrical household appliances have been derived
using AMBAL, and recombined according to the activity models for a single-
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person household as well as for a household that accommodates three persons.
Besides the generation of time series data, AMBAL also outputs annotations
about appliance de-/activations. The workflow for evaluating NILM algorithms
using AMBAL was chosen as follows: A large number of appliance-level traces
are generated through AMBAL and forwarded to a software NILM tool called
nilmtk4 for training its internal models. After that step, AMBAL is executed
once again to create a new set of synthetic macroscopic load signatures as
well as an aggregated trace that contains the summation of the loads of
all contributing devices. The latter trace is then forwarded to nilmtk for
disaggregation. In a final step, the disaggregated components are compared
against the appliance-level traces created by AMBAL. Through changing the
number of traces that are generated and aggregated, input data of different
complexity levels [EPE15] can be used in the evaluation of NILM algorithm
performance.

4 nilmtk

is available for download at http://nilmtk.github.io
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Figure 3.6: Examples of aggregated daily power consumption traces generated using
a set of 14 appliances with appliance usage times defined by user activity
models [Bun16].
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As highlighted in the previous sections, the analysis and interpretation of
electricity consumption data is a groundbreaking technology to enable many
novel services. One major obstacle on the path towards a widespread adoption
of energy analytics is, however, its acceptance by customers. More precisely,
the threat of inferring the presence of appliances, detecting daily routines
and habits, or flagging times during which the customer is out of the
house potentially represent serious intrusions into user privacy. While privacy
considerations are usually not imminent when instrumenting transmission
and distribution grids with sensing equipment, their threat grows when
metering devices are deployed closer to the customer premises. Residential
characteristics can already be inferred when aggregated consumption data for
housing blocks are available, and become increasingly detailed once individual
homes are monitored in a fine-grained fashion [WHM+12; BSS+15].
Within the field of IT security, several solution approaches to this problem
are being investigated. However, schemes such as differential privacy [Dwo06]
or the use of homomorphic encryption [RAD78], can only partly mitigate
privacy considerations. The fundamental assumption for their use is the
presence of a trusted third party, usually the metering point operator. In
addition to billing customers for their consumed electricity, however, business
models for this stakeholder also include other ways of exploring and exploiting
the information content in consumption data. In fact, a strong growth in the
number of companies who build their business models on the analysis of
consumption data can be observed. Thus, it ensues that orthogonal approaches
to protect user privacy are required. Two such approaches, based on the
intentional reporting of falsified data and the use of domestic PV generation,
are presented in the remainder of this section.
4.1

intentional data perturbation

The non-linear relation between the granularity at which data are collected
and the resultant energy analytics accuracy has been demonstrated in [EK10;
LES+14; TSB+14]. An intuitive way to minimize the impact on user privacy
when electricity consumption data are being collected is thus the reduction
of the data’s resolution. Such resolution reductions can be performed in
two possible ways: Either the data’s temporal resolution is lowered, e.g., by
down-sampling data, or its amplitude resolution is reduced, commonly accomplished through quantization. To assess the impact of such data processing on
user privacy, I have conducted a comprehensive study, published in:
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A. Reinhardt, F. Englert, and D. Christin. “Averting the Privacy Risks of
Smart Metering by Local Data Preprocessing.” In: Pervasive and Mobile
Computing (PMC) 16 (2015), pp. 171–183.
The study is based on macroscopic load signatures and the appliance
recognition approach presented in [RBB+12] (cf. Section 3.1). Instead of using
the input data in its unaltered form, i.e., one sample per second, the following
data preprocessing steps to reduce the data resolution are considered:
B Temporal averaging lowers the temporal resolution of load signatures by
reporting the average power consumption of a window containing a
fixed number of most recent values whenever a new sample is collected.
B In temporal down-sampling, a sample of the data is taken at a rate lower
than the native data resolution and repeatedly reported for a fixed time
duration; all intermediate load changes remain unreported.
B Noise addition is a way of modifying the amplitude of power consumption
readings by overlaying random fluctuations on the reported data. It is
particularly beneficial when characteristic patterns in appliance power
consumption have small amplitudes, thus they can be covered in the
added noise, which leads to a potentially higher privacy protection.
B Amplitude quantization is a way to alter the load signature’s amplitude
by rounding each consumption sample to a multiple of a pre-defined
quantization factor.
All combinations of the two amplitude alteration schemes with the two
approaches to alter the temporal resolution of data have been analyzed
with regard to their impact on the appliance recognition accuracy. Moreover,
averaged down-sampling, i.e., the combination of an averaging step with a
subsequent down-sampling, has been considered in the analysis. The impact
of these data filters on the device recognition accuracy is shown in Figure 4.1.
Across all diagrams, an appliance recognition rate of 93.5% is achieved when
feeding unaltered data to the appliance recognition system. Note that this
is slightly lower than the 95.5% determined in Section 3.1 due to the fact
that an extended version of the data set with more appliance diversity has
been used here. The figure shows strongly differing accuracy degradations
for different choices of the perturbation methods’ parameterizations. The
combination of temporal down-sampling with value quantization (shown in
Figure 4.1a; lowest observed recognition rate at 36.9%) provides much better
privacy protection than the choice of noise addition and temporal averaging
(see Figure 4.1d and Figure 4.1f; lowest observed recognition rate 56.1%).
Reporting of intentionally perturbed data may lead to inaccuracies in
billing, yet such errors can be bounded by the choice of the quantization and
downsampling values. At the same time, however, making less information
available to the operator of the data collection infrastructure implicitly lowers
the risk of intrusions into user privacy.
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Figure 4.1: Resulting device recognition accuracies when the preprocessing filters have
been applied to the input data [REC15].
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load hiding through renewable power generation

An intentional degradation of data quality by means of the removal or perturbation of characteristic signals can be used to limit the potential of energy analytics. While this generally leads to improvements in user privacy, it may not always be possible to report modified data. Particularly when data shall be used
for billing purposes, legislative requirements usually impose strict accuracy
requirements. Alternatives to the intentional reporting of falsified data have
thus emerged through the local installation of controllable consumers [EPE14]
or energy storages [KED+10]. By using energy stored in local batteries to supply appliances with electricity, their existence can effectively be obfuscated or
even completely covered. As a downside, potentially large banks of batteries
might be required to satisfactorily hide the presence of large consumers. This
is partly mitigated when following the approach of load-based load hiding, i.e.,
the load signature perturbation through the addition of controllable consumption. However, besides the monetary cost incurred when operating appliances
for the purpose of hiding consumption patterns, high maintenance efforts also
result from the requirement to keep appliances ready at all times.
Photovoltaic (PV) generation, a renewable energy source, is widely deployed
in Germany. In 2018, almost 24% of the country’s total energy generation
were supplied by PV installations5 . The strong dependency on the prevailing
environmental conditions renders the output PV installations volatile by nature.
Their generation is strongly dependent on the current weather conditions, and
small variations in insolation and cloud coverage can already lead to drastic
changes in the output power. Moreover, the fact that the solar radiation can
even vary even between neighboring homes when shattered clouds are present,
makes solar generation hard to predict; a strong asset when leveraging it for
privacy protection. It is thus conceivable to use PV systems to improve user
privacy protection, an analysis of which is presented in:
A. Reinhardt, G. Konstantinou, D. Egarter, and D. Christin. “Worried
About Privacy? Let Your PV Converter Cover Your Electricity Consumption
Fingerprints.” In: Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Smart Grid
Communications (SmartGridComm) Symposium on Cyber Security and Privacy.
2015, pp. 25–30.
In the work, a coupling is created between macroscopic load signatures
collected in real-time and the operating point of a PV converter. A converter
is a device that transforms the Direct Current (DC) output of solar cells into
an Alternating Current (AC) voltage of utility frequency that can be supplied
to the power grid. During regular operation of the converter, a Maximum
Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm is being executed to maximize its
delivered power. Thus, no further increases to its output power are possible,
yet controlled reductions are viable and easy to realize. By modifying the MPPT
5 Up-to-date

charts are available at https://www.energy-charts.de/energy_pie.htm
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Figure 4.2: Household aggregates when appliance operations are hidden by using realtime measurements to control a PV converter’s MPPT algorithm [RKE+15].

algorithm to intentionally deviate from the optimum operating point, it is
possible to feed less power into the grid. Assuming a household’s consumption
remains unchanged, this reduction in generated power will appear identical
to an appliance’s operation when considering the aggregate balance. It thus
become possible to “play back” the macroscopic load signatures of appliances
and simulate the presence of appliances, even though they may not even be
physically present in the dwelling. Furthermore, when operating the converter
in a region below its maximum power point, controlled generation changes
become possible in both directions. Thus, it becomes possible to completely
hide the operation of appliances. Through a direct coupling of load signature
samples sensed at appliance-level with the converter’s MPPT algorithm, the
power intake of the appliance can be fully compensated for through an
increased generation.
An example for this is shown in Figure 4.2, in which the operations of two
appliances (a toaster and an LCD TV) shall be hidden from the aggregate load
reported from a smart meter. Through operating the converter at an output
power slightly below its maximum of 3,000 watts, sufficient power swings in
both the positive and then negative direction are possible. Consequently, the
aggregate load (shown as a continuous line) only experiences slight peaks
during the moment the appliance is (de)activated. This effect could be traced
back to communication delays between the actual moment of measurement
and the reaction of the PV converter. Using microscopic load signatures would
allow for a faster reaction and likely mitigate these artifacts altogether. A
very high degree of privacy protection can thus be accomplished through the
application of the designed system.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Energy informatics is an emerging research field that has sparked interest in
many different research communities. Across all involved disciplines, the
unequivocal objective is to create a smart power grid, i.e., an infrastructure
for the transport of electrical power that is aware of its current status and can
adapt and react to changes. To turn this vision into reality, many contributions
along the flow of electrical consumption data are required. Some of them
have already been extensively considered in research for several decades,
e.g., investigations into ways to accomplish Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring.
In contrast, many other fundamental challenges, e.g., how to minimize the
number of sensing devices in a building while maximizing the information
content in their collected data, have barely received any scientific coverage
yet. Energy informatics is thus still dependent on more novel contributions to
make smart grids a reality.
Twelve such contributions were presented in this manuscript, all of which
have been summarized in the previous chapters. Their order of presentation
has been aligned with the flow of electricity consumption data in electrical
power grids: From their collection (e.g., by means of a smart meter), via their
networked transmission to a data collection device (e.g., a concentrator node),
to the processing at their destination (e.g., a notification system that alarms
an operator in case of consumption anomalies). Boundary conditions from the
multitude of involved domains, including electrical power engineering, measurement engineering, information and communication technology, computer
science and engineering, and economics, were considered in the designs and
implementations of the contributions presented in this habilitation thesis. Only
by considering energy informatics from a holistic and interdisciplinary viewpoint, practical and usable solutions with a high user acceptance will emerge.
The way to truly smart power grids is, however, still long and winding, and
the following research challenges remain as major obstacles on this path.
B Collecting data in a methodological way: How and where must sensors
be deployed to capture all necessary data in the required resolution?
B Networking between data-collecting devices: How can the data collected
from distributed sensors be exchanged in a scalable and timely fashion?
B Universally applicable data processing algorithms: Which methods can
extract the greatest information content from all collected data, while
being resilient to varying data quality levels and providing adequate
means for user privacy protection?
Expressive data, combined with powerful analysis methods, will enable novel
opportunities for energy informatics. Let us see what the future has in store.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

5G

fifth generation of mobile communication systems

AAL

Ambient Assisted Living

AC

Alternating Current

ADC

Analog-to-Digital Converter

AMI

Advanced Metering Infrastructure

CSV

Comma-Separated Values

DC

Direct Current

DSO

Distribution System Operator

EMI

Electromagnetic Interference

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IoT

Internet of Things

MPPT

Maximum Power Point Tracking

NILM

Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring

PMU

Phasor Measurement Unit

PV

photovoltaic

RMSE

Root-Mean-Square Error

SPI

Serial Peripheral Interface

TSO

Transmission System Operator

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network
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